
#diabeteschat Guest Speaker Quiz: 22/08/2022

# Person Question Answer PTS

1 Captain
Lantus

In which town does
Captain Lantus live in?

/1

2 Beth What was Beth’s favourite
flavour of Monster Munch?

/1

3 Dan What football team /
soccer team does Dan

support?

/1

4 James James’ question relates to
the JDRF DiaDigits

Calculator. So I want you to
think of a person who has
lived with type 1 diabetes
for 70 years and how many
injections of insulin would
they have had in that time?

/1

5 Niki During pregnancy with
type 1 diabetes does your
body start producing

insulin again?

Yes or No?

/1

6 Jordan In cricket what does LBW
stand for?

/1

7 Jane In the ACBRD (Australian
Centre for Behavioural
Research in Diabetes)

Research:
How many people with

diabetes have experienced
some form of stigma due

to their diabetes?
A: 1 In 4
B: 1 in 3
C: 4 in 5

/1

8 Jonsel Who was the first open
type 1 diabetic footballer
in the UK to talk fully about

his diabetes in their
autobiography “Against all
odds” and what football
team did he play for?

/2

9 Dr Bob What steps can one living
diabetes take to manage
their mental health?

/1



10 Gurpreet Which is the worlds top
selling diabetes drug?

A: Lantus
B: Levemir

C: Vildagliptin

/1

11 Jade Who was the first ever
person with type 1

diabetes to receive a dose
of insulin successfully?

/1

12 Tino What does the hash-tag
#NothingAboutUsWithout

Us mean?

/1

13 Renza Who was the inventor of
the first battery operated
blood glucose monitor?

/1

14 Paul We all know that we give
insulin in units, but how
did Banting, Collip, Best
and MacLeod work out
how much insulin was in a
single unit?
A: Testing on Donkeys
B: Testing on Rabbits
C: Trial and Error with
Humans
D: Guessing

/1

15 Jamie What is the difference
between diabetes distress

and burnout?

/2

16 Janina In the first clinical test of
diabetes of ancient Indian
what animal was used to
diagnose diabetes?
A: Honey Badges

B: Bears
C: Ants
D: Dogs

/1
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17 Amelia You are out eating some
delectable gorgeous food
like a big ice cream sundae
and someone says to you
“are you allowed to eat
that”. What is your

response?
A: Mind your own

business
B: Do you know anything

about diabetes?
C: Explain how you
calculate your doze of
insulin in great detail to

both astonish and
astound and impress the
person that asking the

question.
D: Any of the above as

you rock!!!

/1

There are 19 points available for the quiz:

/ 19


